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FROM OUR CEO
At Macerich, sustainability is in our nature. It’s also organic to the
thinking and values of our shoppers and our markets. While we operate
in many wonderful cities across the country, we are based in California
– where stepping up to care for the environment is a cherished principle.
With a strong track record for innovating through environmentally
sound programs, projects and policies, Macerich is proud to be our
industry’s recognized leader in sustainability. Our well-established, fully
integrated sustainability efforts continue to set us apart from our peers.

In 2017, we delivered powerful sustainability results on the way to
reaching our long-term objective, “Innovating to Zero.” Our vision and
commitment to invest in energy assets including solar, fuel cell, battery
storage and water technology – combined with smart practices in
utility conservation and water reservation – not only provide ongoing
economic results, but also propel us toward our industry-leading goal of
achieving carbon neutrality by 2030.
In our connected world, important partnerships support our sustainability
success. This year we cultivated growing efforts with TreePeople, a
much-admired nonprofit that works toward a water-secure future for
people and the planet. New for Macerich is a budding relationship
with Ten Strands, a collaborative organization geared to raising
environmental literacy among all California K-12 students.
Macerich’s meaningful partnerships with our communities, employees
and investors, as well as retailers, brands and vendors, always seed
more good ideas about the environment and how we can do more – to
ultimately do less.

Arthur M. Coppola
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

DEEPLY ROOTED
TOP PROPERTIES, TOP MARKETS

At Macerich, our opportunities stem from our deep roots in great markets.
An S&P 500 company, Macerich is a leading owner, operator and
developer of high-performing retail and mixed-use real estate with a
dominant position in many of the most desirable U.S. markets. From
New York, Washington, D.C. and Chicago to Phoenix and Los Angeles,
our much-admired portfolio encompasses one-of-a-kind properties in
prosperous, densely populated cities with lasting appeal.
Macerich’s strategic approach to maximizing value means shaping
our environments to heighten the experience for shoppers and brands,
nourishing our properties with targeted investments and new uses, and
ongoing pruning of non-core assets from our portfolio.
In 2017 we planted the seeds of many new experiential concepts at
our market-dominant properties, including high-profile, digitally native
vertically integrated brands like the country’s first Dyson store at Tysons
Corner Center. We also announced Life Time’s vast resort-level wellness
destination at Biltmore Fashion Park and a new home for Zimmer
Children’s Museum, the L.A. region’s only hands-on museum for kids, at
Santa Monica Place.
New growth spreads our reach. In one example, Fashion District
Philadelphia, a major new retail, dining and entertainment experience,
is now under construction at the city’s epicenter of business and culture
on Market Street. Uniquely situated on top of a bustling regional rail hub
that transports more than 22 million people each year, the new Fashion
District Philadelphia is just steps away from the city’s most-visited tourist
attractions.
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A RICH SOIL FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Macerich fosters a positive organizational culture that values ethical
behavior, integrity and respect in how we operate our business and how
we view our relationship with the environment. We believe high standards
of corporate governance are essential for sustainable, long-term business
performance and value creation.
A clear internal structure supports effectiveness and accountability
regarding our company’s far-reaching environmental efforts:
The Vice President, Sustainability, leads the department, and is directly
responsible for the day-to-day management and implementation of
our sustainability plan, policy and programs, with the support of crossdepartmental teams and individuals positioned to effectively implement
activities and reach our goals.
The Vice President reports to the Senior Vice President, Portfolio
Operations, who conducts bi-weekly reviews of operational results with
the Senior Executive Vice President, Chief Financial Officer (CFO). These
reviews cover progress in key areas, including the use of energy (which
accounts for the vast majority of the company’s GHG emissions) and are
reviewed against budgets/goals.
On a quarterly basis, the CFO provides reporting to and/or meets with
the Chairman of the Board and CEO, as appropriate, to review progress
against sustainability goals.
Results are reported to the Board on a quarterly basis, and the Board
approves activities and/or makes directional recommendations based on
these reports.

Property

Arrowhead Towne Center , AZ
Biltmore Fashion Park, AZ
Broadway Plaza, CA
Chandler Fashion Center, AZ
Corte Madera, The Village at, CA
Country Club Plaza, MO
Danbury Fair, CT
Deptford Mall, NJ
Fashion Outlets of Chicago, IL
FlatIron Crossing, CO
Freehold Raceway Mall, NJ
Fresno Fashion Fair, CA
Green Acres Mall & Commons, NY
Inland Center, CA
Kierland Commons, AZ
Kings Plaza, NY
La Encantada, AZ
Los Cerritos Center, CA
North Bridge, The Shops at, IL
Oaks, The, CA
Queens Center, NY
Santa Monica Place, CA
SanTan Village, AZ
Scottsdale Fashion Square, AZ
Stonewood Center, CA
Twenty Ninth Street, CO
Tysons Corner Center, VA
Victor Valley, The Mall of, CA
Vintage Faire, CA
Washington Square & Too, OR
o Under Construction
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Macerich’s 30 top-performing properties also hit the mark for strong
environmental results that match their impact as dominant retail
environments. These energy-saving, water-conserving, recycling-tuned
properties reflect Macerich’s thorough commitment to sustainability.
Importantly, Macerich advanced tenant-driven recycling programs at
more than half of our Core 30 centers. And now a growing number of
these exceptional shopping environments generate energy, too.

AWARDS &
ACCOLADES
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GRESB
For the third straight year, Macerich achieved the #1 ranking in the
North American Retail Sector for 2017, based on scores published by
Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB).

Hard-earned awards in 2017 tell the story of Macerich’s productive,
industr y-leading ef forts to heighten sustainabilit y and reduce
environmental impacts.

EPA GREEN POWER PARTNERSHIP

NAREIT RETAIL
LEADER IN THE LIGHT

Macerich again made the Environmental Protection Agency’s Green
Power Partnership list of Top 30 On-Site Generation companies, also
for the third consecutive year.

Macerich earned the 2017 Retail Leader in the Light award from the
National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts for the fourth year
in a row. The company earned recognition for continuing to outpace the
industry in this critical arena.

CDP
Macerich achieved high rankings with CDP for actions to mitigate
climate change for the third year in a row.

BREEAM USA IN-USE CERTIFICATION
In all, 11 Macerich properties have earned this new building standard:
Danbury Fair, Deptford Mall, FlatIron Crossing, Green Acres Mall,
Kierland Commons, Kings Plaza, Queens Center, Scottsdale Fashion
Square, Twenty Ninth Street and Tysons Corner Center. Earlier in the
year, Macerich’s The Oaks merited distinction as the country’s first
BREEAM USA In-Use certified building.

S U STA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O RT

TREEPEOPLE HONORS MACERICH
Partnering with meaningful environmental nonprofits is an important way
Macerich grows its impact as a leader in sustainability. One key partner
is TreePeople, which aims to transform Los Angeles into a climate-ready,
water-secure model for the future.
At TreePeople’s 30th anniversary gala, Under the Harvest Moon, in
October 2017, Macerich and its Chairman and CEO Art Coppola
received the organization’s prestigious Evergreen Award for Visionary
Leadership. This award recognized Macerich’s fully integrated
sustainability efforts and notable achievements.
“We have been headquartered in Santa Monica – one of the most
forward-thinking environmentally focused communities in the country –
for more than 35 years,” said Coppola. “This helped us see early on
that companies have an opportunity and a responsibility to act in ways
that limit our effects on the environment. I’m proud of Macerich’s industry
leadership in sustainability and how we work with terrific partners like
TreePeople.”
During the evening that raised
a warenes s, and more t han
$70 0,0 0 0 for TreePeople’s
worthwhile ef forts, longtime
supporters and climate
c h a m p i o n s E d B e g l e y, J r.
and his wife Rachelle Carson
hosted an insightful Q&A with

TreePeople Founder and President Andy Lipkis
and Macerich’s Coppola.
A s Macerich continues to demonstrate,
sometimes you can see the forest for the trees.
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GROWING OUR IMPACT
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(LESS IS MORE)

Macerich’s industry-leading commitment to sustainability drives the
ecosystem of our people and properties. We say sustainability is in our
nature.
Macerich has worked toward greater sustainability since 2008,
ingraining sustainability as a core value and developing a culture of
sustainability as the way we do business. Our significant achievements
over the past nine years in making our properties resource-efficient
helped Macerich set the sustainability benchmark for our industry.
This strategic commitment to sustainability comprises:
• Environmentally prudent management of our facilities and operations
• Collaboration with tenants, vendors and suppliers to improve our
indirect environmental impacts
• Environmental programs and education for employees
• Green investments and sustainable real estate development

We continue to implement processes and capital projects to minimize
the risks of the changing global climate. Our actions to aid the
environment also support our business: We see an opportunity to drive
Net Operating Income and greater shareholder returns by aligning our
portfolio, property development, innovation initiatives and stakeholders
with industry-leading programs and solutions.
Since launching our formal sustainability effort, Macerich has already
achieved all of the four original sustainability goals: to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, energy use, water consumption, and
waste to landfill by 10% by 2020 from 2013 levels.
Looking ahead as we grow our impact, less is definitely more.

S U STA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O RT

OUR
SUSTAINABILITY
GOALS
After accomplishing our original targets, in 2017 we established more
comprehensive and aggressive goals with short-, medium- and longterm aims through 2030.
These new goals focus on key pillars of sustainability: environmental
stewardship, economic development, and social responsibility.
1. CARBON NEUTRALITY
2. ZERO WASTE
3. ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT
4. PRINCIPLED PRACTICE

|
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Goal #1

ACHIEVE CARBON
NEUTRALITY
BY 2030
Macerich is committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 through
efficiency, sustainable investment, renewable and clean generation
sources and renewable energy credits, while setting scientific greenhouse
gas (GHG) reduction goals.
These goals include reducing energy consumption, increasing onsite
renewable energy, eliminating refrigerant- and waste-related emissions,
increasing alternative fuel property vehicles, and increasing purchase of
offsite renewable energy and carbon off-sets.
In this era of climate concerns and rising energy costs, Macerich
continues to build energy efficiency and resiliency of its centers.
Beginning in 2008 with the Strategic Energy Plan (SEP), Macerich
has reduced more than 291 million kWh, which is the equivalent of
216,567 metric tons of CO₂e emission, and realized $35.54 million in
operational savings. This is equivalent to the impact a 255,000-acre
forest would have on removing greenhouse gases.

E N E RG Y C ONSU M P T ION A N D
G R E E N HOUSE G A S E M I S SIONS
Energy Use (kWh)

2014

2015

2016

2017

Electricity

539, 295,214

501,501,326

481,294,697 423,526,636

Natural Gas

156,197,633

165,437,846

145,023,804

Total

695,492,847 666,939,172 626,318,501 570,460,549

146,933,913

Performance
Carbon Footprint 292,972
(metric tons CO₂e)

266,269

223,627

203,683*

* Initial impact based on utility data only

R E DUC E D E N E RG Y C ONSU M P T ION
BY 55.85 M I L L ION kWh OV E R 2 016
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A DVA NC E D BU I L DI NG M A N AG E M E N T
T H ROUG H T H E P OW E R OF IOT
Leveraging a range of state-of-the-art tools helped Macerich intensify
its energy savings in 2017. We continued our industry-leading energy
and building management program with 38 of our centers using the
latest energy management tools and systems.
This centralized system combines energy intelligence and utility billing
management software and active controls. With these tools, operations
teams are able to effectively monitor and control each center’s energy
usage, with IT support and Sustainability guidance.
Comfort for shoppers and retailers remains a priority at our properties.
Building on the success of both Macerich’s SEP and Energy Management
Systems, our Automated Comfort and Energy System (ACES) integrates
IoT (Internet of Things) real-time energy data, temperature sensors and
active HVAC control. Through the power of IoT machine-learning,
ACES transformed eight centers’ Building Management Systems into
truly autonomous comfort systems. This new operating strategy led to an
estimated 12.7% decrease in energy costs, and increased temperature
consistency throughout these centers.

“MACERICH’S ENERGY PROGRAMS
CONSISTENTLY INNOVATE AND INCREASE
PRODUCTIVITY TO EXCEED OUR ENERGY
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES. THE PROGRAMS
GIVE MACERICH A STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE
BY DELIVERING BOTTOM LINE RESULTS
AND OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES ACROSS
THE PORTFOLIO.”
-Cory Scott, SVP, Asset Management – East Region

11
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FAULT DETECTION
DIAGNOSTICS
SAVE ENERGY AT
FASHION OUTLETS
OF CHICAGO
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Fashion Outlets of Chicago is not only a game-changing retail property
for its urban location and high-caliber retail offerings, it’s also an innovator
in energy use. In a pilot project, the property implemented a building
analytics platform that includes Fault Detection and Diagnostics (FDD),
informatics, and machine learning. Analytical algorithms continuously
run on 1,444 data points that cover the facility’s 28 rooftop units,
exhaust fans, lighting control panels, and hundreds of unit heaters. The
analytics system is made possible through data collection using the
building automation system on site.
The initial round of energy conservation measures identified 216,000
kWh of recurring annual energy savings, equating to approximately
$13,000 in operational savings, through measures that can be
managed by in-house staff through the building automation system and
its controllers.

12
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MOR E ON - SI T E E N E RG Y G E N E R AT ION
A N D ST OR AG E
Continued investment in on-site energy generation and storage was a
focus for Macerich in 2017. These systems not only provide cost reduction
in a market of rising costs, but also give our centers reliable sources of
energy in times of weather-related instability.
In 2017 we completed nine Distributed Energy Resource projects including
2,402 kW solar, 2,750 kW fuel cell and 434 kW energy storage system.
These powerful additions bring Macerich’s total renewable and low
emission energy capacity to 13.66 MW across 16 properties, enough
on-site generation to power 4,500 homes for one year.

39 M I L L ION kWh
OF C L E A N E N E RG Y
PRODUC E D, MOR E
T H A N DOU BL E T H E
A MOU N T I N 2 016
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R E N E WA BL E E N E RG Y SU M M A RY
2017
Total amount invested in renewable energy in 2017 ($ millions)
$25
Total amount invested in renewable energy 2008 - 2017 ($ millions) $64
Solar
Total energy produced on-site (million kWh)
11.02
Total on-site-capacity (MW)
9.88
Resulting GHG reductions (metric tons CO₂e)
9,215
Fuel Cell
Total energy produced on-site (million kWh)
27.99
Total on-site-capacity (MW)
4.25
Resulting GHG reductions (metric tons CO₂e)
20,837
Energy Storage System (ESS)
Total energy discharge on-site (kW)
143
Total on-site-capacity (MW)
0.43

E N E RG Y E F F IC I E NC Y PROJ E CT S (2 017 )
Project type
LED lighting replacements
HVAC upgrades
Building and Energy
Management Systems
Central Plant upgrades

Savings generated GHG emissions
mitigated* (metric tons CO2e)
3,913,692
2,913
1,875,424
1,396

(kWh)

1,910,223
1,211,160

*Calculations derived from EPA Equivalencies Calculator.

1,422
901
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MICROGRID AT THE OAKS
POWERS MACRO STRATEGY
On the way to our ambitious “macro” goal to Innovate to Zero,
Macerich is developing a first-in-class microgrid utilizing clean energy
technologies at a scale unprecedented in the industry. When complete,
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the installation at The Oaks in Thousand Oaks, CA, will be the largest,
most resource-diverse net-zero commercial microgrid in North America.
The project builds on the success of a variety of single technologies
piloted at other Macerich facilities in past years by bringing them all
together into a data-driven, economically optimized system. Integrating
5 MW of solar power, 1.1 MWh of advanced energy storage, and
700 kW of clean baseload power into an efficient, flexible, and
stable microgrid, the project not only eliminates over 80% of our
energy expenses, but also drastically reduces the property’s carbon
footprint – all while keeping critical loads online in the event of a grid
outage. Baseload generation is supplied from a hybrid system of clean
distributed natural gas technologies.
For Macerich, the microgrid is a sound long-term business decision and
a valuable tool in pursuit of our near zero emission goals.

14
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C AT C H I NG MOR E R AYS

A DDI NG F U E L C E L L S

Tapping a resource that Macerich’s portfolio enjoys in abundance – the
sun – the company’s solar energy production added two new centers
in 2017 for a total of 12. The two new systems are in place at Freehold
Raceway Mall and the newly expanded Broadway Plaza, which is on
track to earn LEED ® Gold certification from the U.S. Green Building
Council.

Macerich brought online new fuel cell energy systems at four additional
properties in 2017, expanding our industry-leading on-site power
generation capabilities. Taken together, the six properties now have
total on-site generation capacity of 4.25 MW. In 2017, the systems
produced almost 28 million kWh and reduced GHG emissions by more
than 20,000 metric tons of CO₂e. This is equivalent to keeping 4,283
cars off the road for one year.

In all, Macerich’s solar projects produced more than 11 million kWh
of energy in 2017, reducing our carbon footprint by more than 9,200
metric tons of CO₂e. This is equivalent to keeping 1,970 cars off the
road for one year.

2017 GHG reduction* (metric
tons CO₂e)

Fuel Cell Installations

Operational

System Size
2017 kWh
(kW Capacity) production

Danbury Mall (CT)

Jun 2014

750

6,023,929

4,483

Queens Center (NY)

May-2017

1200

7,689,877

5,723

Freehold Raceway (NJ)

May-2017

800

5,598,146

4,166

Deptford Mall (NJ)

Dec-2016

750

6,448,971

4,799

Solar Installations

Operational

Number

2017 kWh
production

2017 GHG
reduction* (metric
tons CO₂e)

Santa Monica Place (CA)

Aug-2011

440

146,406

109

Green Acres Mall (NY)

Nov-2017

500

635,942

473

Inland Center (CA)

Dec-2013

4,676

1,713,264

1,275

Los Cerritos Center (CA) May-2017

250

1,602,832

1,193

Twenty Ninth Street (CO)

Jan-2014

3,065

979,426

729

Total

4,250

27,999,697

20,837

FlatIron Crossing (CO)

Feb-2014

5,008

1,605,179

1,195

Fresno Fashion Fair (CA)

Apr-2014

3,976

1,393,205

1,037

SanTan Village (AZ)

Apr-2014

3,117

1,058,976

788

Los Cerritos Center (CA)

Jul-2014

3,593

1,281,985

954

The Oaks (CA)

Dec-2014

5,900

2,634,758

1,961

Lakewood Center (CA)

Apr-2016

2,130

819,866

610

Danbury Fair Mall (CT)

May-2017

Freehold Raceway Mall (NJ) Oct-2017
Broadway Plaza (CA)
Total

Dec-2017

4,161

533,624

397

4,104

215,589

160

5,160

541

0.4

45,330

11,029,329

9,215

*Calculations derived from EPA Equivalencies Calculator.

*Calculations derived from EPA Equivalencies Calculator.
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PA RT N E R I NG W I T H U T I L I T I E S

N E W C A PA BI L I T I E S I N E N E RG Y ST OR AG E

Macerich partners with select utility companies to curtail demand during
periods of peak energy use to benefit the broader community. When
alerted by local utilities, six Macerich properties can cut over 2.5 MW
of demand on the grid by implementing planned short-term reductions
to our energy consumption.

Macerich in 2017 initiated advanced battery storage at five centers in
California, enabling Macerich to avoid some demand from traditional
sources. Our energy storage program represents Macerich’s commitment
to energy reduction through the use of emergent technologies.

G E T T I NG C R E DI T F OR G R E E N P OW E R
PU RC H A SE S

E N E RG Y ST OR AG E PRODUC T ION 2 017

Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) allow us to offset the environmental
impact of our energy use and help advance the market for clean
renewable energy alternatives. In 2017, we purchased 50,000 MWh
of wind RECs.

Property

System
Operational Size (kW
Date
Capacity)

2017
2017 System
Demand
Discharge
avoided (kW) Events

Santa Monica Place (CA)

Dec-2017

180

66

263

Stonewood Center (CA)

Dec-2017

54

14

44

Lakewood Center (CA)

Dec-2017

200

63

37

Los Cerritos Center (CA)+

Feb-2018

-

-

Inland Center (CA)+

Apr-2018

-

-

143

344

Total
+Currently under construction

434

S U STA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O RT

Goal #2

ACHIEVE ZERO
WASTE IN BOTH
WATER AND WASTE
BY 2025-2030
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Diminishing the impact of our properties on local landfills also is a
key focus, now and long term. Macerich is working to increase waste
diversion rates to over 70% by 2025 and reduce overall waste by 50%
from 2015 levels.

WAT E R SU M M A RY
2014

2015

2016

2017

Volume of Water used
(million gallons)

1,220

1,028

970

943

Building water intensity ratio
(million gallons per square foot)

22.45

18.85

17.96

17.68

Central to our overarching sustainability plan to Innovate to Zero is
achieving zero waste in both waste and water by 2025-2030.
We think seriously about the shape of water. Our goal is to reduce
net water consumption by 50% from 2015 levels and eliminate 100%
of property water effluent by 2030. Our targets for zero water waste
include a focus on conservation and efficiency, water capture and
reuse, stormwater management, and tenant water consumption.

I N 2 017, W E CONSE RV E D MOR E T H A N
27 M I L L ION G A L LONS OF WAT E R A N D
R E C YC L E D N E A R LY 18 T ONS OF WA ST E .

S U STA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O RT
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A WAV E OF WAT E R - SAV I NG PRO G R A M S

WAT E RC OM PA S S

From our headquarters in drought-prone California and with a large
base of operations in the West, Macerich understands the major
importance of water conservation in ways big and small. We continue
to decrease overall water use across the portfolio through a variety of
carefully planned water reduction programs.

Minimizing water leaks helps Macerich run a tight ship. In 2017 we
rolled out a pilot program to measure water use in real time, in place
of standard monitoring via review of regular water bills. With real-time
monitoring, a leak can be detected and addressed within a matter
of days, resulting in substantial water savings. New WaterCompass
technology captures water data for immediate analysis and sends alerts
automatically to Property Teams when a leak is detected.

W E AT H E RT R A K
Cutting-edge irrigation programs help us to be smart about water.
In 2012, Macerich began outfitting its irrigation systems with smart
controllers that use weather data and specific planting irrigation
requirements to deliver exact amounts of water. By the end of 2017,
48 percent of our properties were utilizing smart irrigation systems,
which are systems of choice for all new developments and major
redevelopments.
To date, smart irrigation systems have saved 148 million gallons of
water, with an average annual savings of 45 million gallons per year.
Moving forward, our focus is monitoring system performance to ensure
continued optimal water savings.

Importantly, the system differentiates between a “catastrophic leak,”
which is unusually high usage, and a “slow continuous leak,” when
usage is detected at times of no or low usage. Over the course of the
five-month pilot, WaterCompass saved five million gallons of water.
Macerich plans to roll out this effective program to more centers in
2018.

LOW- F LOW F I X T U R E S
For us, going with the flow has meant ongoing investment in lowflow fixtures, aerators and automatic shut-offs that continue to deliver
sizable water reduction results for Macerich. Now standard for all new
buildouts are 0.5 GPM faucets, waterless urinals, and 1.6 GPF toilets.

S U STA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O RT

I N NOVAT I V E WA ST E SOLU T IONS
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10,000 pounds each in unwanted electronics and diverting them from
landfills.

We focus on reducing waste at the source and boosting recycling
through tenant collaboration, making it easy for shoppers and retailers
to recycle, and joining community waste programs where infrastructure
allows.
Macerich takes advantage of innovative waste solutions like
biodigesters and waste-to-energy programs, and we make the most of
our role as town squares to engage and inform our communities on key
sustainability issues.
Here are some creative some ways we focused on recycling and
limiting waste in 2017:
Brand-new digital directories across the Macerich portfolio are an
appealing, environmentally forward solution to replace paper signage.
Many Macerich properties held e-waste recycling events for their
communities – including Inland Center, Lakewood Center, The Mall of
Victor Valley and The Oaks – with some events collecting more than

WA ST E SU M M A RY C H A RT
2014

2015

2016

2017

Waste recycled (tons)

14,673

17,162

17,969

17,930

Waste landfilled (tons)

40,225

38,669

39,596

40,318

Total waste (tons)

54,898

55,832

57,565

58,249

Percent of waste recycled

26.7%

30.7%

31%

31%

At Tysons Corner Center, the property’s highly efficient waste-to-energy
program diverts 100% of the property’s municipal solid waste to a
facility that then converts it into electricity. And in 2017 the property
installed a 100 square-foot green wall in a key common area for a
natural – and beautiful – air filter.
At Fashion Outlets Niagara Falls, USA, upping recycling efforts supports
more than just sustainability goals. The center partnered with Empower
Niagara County on its “Empties for Empower” job training program for
individuals with intellectual or developmental disabilities. To date, the
property has added a total of 12 boxes for glass, plastic and aluminum,
and has collected more than 10,000 bottles and cans.
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CHOMPERS BRINGS
SUSTAINABILITY
MESSAGE TO THE SHOPS
AT NORTH BRIDGE
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Macerich’s commitment to sustainability has real teeth – in the wide
smile of Chompers the Shark, who arrived with an artful message
about single-use plastics at The Shops at North Bridge in Chicago
during the holidays in 2017.
The life-sized sculpture – created out of marine trash ranging from
chemical containers, cigarette lighters, and flip flops to boogie
boards, paint buckets and more – is part of a traveling exhibit called
Washed Ashore: Art to Save the Sea from Chicago’s renowned
Shedd Aquarium.
The interplay between The Shops at North Bridge and one of the city’s
best-known cultural assets also underscores the property’s place as a
true downtown destination. “With thousands of shoppers visiting our
stores each day, we are in a unique position to amplify an important
message on ways we and shoppers can be more sustainable and
reduce the use of single-use plastic,” said Erica Strama, Senior
Marketing Manager at The Shops at North Bridge.
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Goal #3

INCREASE ACTIVE
ENGAGEMENT IN
SUSTAINABILITY
Key to our environmental leadership is heightening sustainability
among everyone we interact with. Our goal is to achieve more than
70% documented engagement by stakeholders and members of our
community by 2025.
An essential component of our process is to set an example for our
partners and peers, while energizing and exciting stakeholders about
sustainable operations and practices. We work to engage employees,
retailers and others by using our corporate programs and retail real
estate portfolio to model social responsibility approaches such as
green leasing and sustainability certifications.
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY SUMMIT
FOR RETAILERS
Macerich hosted its first Sustainability Summit for retailers in Santa
Monica in 2017. Two days of working sessions with an exclusive
group focused on processes and partnerships geared to increasing
sustainability results for retailers and malls.
Key participants included executives from Apple, Aritzia, Express, Gap,
L Brands, Lush, Signet Jewelers and VF, plus ICSC and Retail Industry
Leaders Association (RILA).
Topics ranged from energy management and water conservation
to waste management, green building and more. Working
groups began to identify actionable changes, best
practices and new programs to forward shared
sustainability goals.

“Sustainability is a strong, ongoing focus for Macerich in everything we
do,” said Jeff Bedell, VP of Sustainability for Macerich. “This summit is
an important step in furthering what we can achieve collectively, with
our retailers, to minimize overall environmental impacts. Collaboration
matters, because while landlords control a great deal of a property’s
environmental policy and follow-through, retailers typically are
responsible for their own sustainability efforts at the store level.
We’re looking forward to our continued work together.”
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Goal #4
FURTHER INTEGRATE
SUSTAINABILITY
PRACTICE PRINCIPLES
Sustainability is integral to how we do business. It’s in our core commitment
to green building. It drives our disciplined procurement process and how
we choose vendors and contractors. It shapes daily decisions across our
operations. And we’re committed to doing even more – Macerich will
continue to boost results by integrating sustainability practice principles
in 80% of corporate and property operations and functions by 2025.
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These efforts span day-to-day management of properties to new
development and renovations – incorporating the full range of our
operations. Macerich’s operational excellence and principled practice
also promote new ideas and technologies to improve properties and
enhance the retail environment.
•

81% of our janitorial paper purchases in 2017 had advanced
eco features, including 30%+ post-consumer recycled content,
remanufactured, or certified to leading standards such as the
Forest Stewardship Council®, Green Seal™ and EPA Design for the
Environment

•

100% of all office paper is either wheat straw paper or 30%
recycled-content paper, beginning October 2017

•

Bulk purchasing for janitorial supplies companywide reduces
environmental impacts
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SUSTA I N A BL E R E A L E STAT E DE V E LOPM E N T
Environmental considerations and practices are a natural part of
Macerich’s approach to real estate development. Integrating sustainable
practices throughout design and building processes yields resource and
cost savings throughout the life of a project.
When identifying development/redevelopment opportunities, we
weigh many factors related to a property’s environmental potential.
Among these considerations are distance to public transportation and
bike paths, and proximity to residential areas.
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As a real estate developer with one of the most urban retail portfolios in
the U.S., we prefer to build on previously developed sites in top markets
that enable us to restore environments and reuse existing buildings
to avoid construction waste. All of this also informs our strategies for
targeted redevelopment projects that add value and appeal to current
properties.
Certainly, our focus on green building is smart business. It also reflects
people’s core values in the places we operate – some of the most
environmentally forward-thinking markets in the world.

S U STA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O RT
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M AC E R IC H G E T S A F I R ST W I T H BR E E A M

I N THE LEED®

Macerich’s The Oaks in 2017 was the first U.S. property to earn a
prestigious new green building standard – BREEAM USA In-Use. This
new standard both measures and monitors environmental performance
of existing buildings.

Aligning with established, high-profile green building certifications and
standards is an organic element of the Macerich development process.
We follow a defined and collaborative process to establish project
goals and objectives, and research opportunities to reflect building
standards such as the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED®) and the California Green Building Standards Code.

By the end of the year, 11 Macerich properties had earned this
important distinction.
The Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment
Methodology (BREEAM) rating system has a 25-year track record of
driving efficiency improvements in new and existing buildings around
the world.
The new BREEAM USA In-Use standard is designed to address the
5.6 million pre-existing non-residential structures in the U.S. that are not
currently able to benchmark sustainability efforts using a scientifically
based green building certification.
“With its clear dedication to sustainability in commercial real estate,
it makes perfect sense that Macerich would have the first
BREEAM USA In-Use registered building in the United
States,” said BRE America CEO Barry Giles.
The U.K.-based BRE Group is one of the
world’s leading authorities on all
aspects of the built environment.

For Macerich, up next for LEED® Gold is Broadway Plaza, a wellplaced, all-outdoor property in upscale Walnut Creek, CA. A complete
transformation of this perennially dominant East Bay shopping center
completed in 2016 now features many exciting new brands and nearly
double the shop space – all within the same unique downtown footprint.
As important as its environmental credentials, the property’s sales per
square foot now are among the highest in the portfolio, for example
approaching the impressive $1,300 mark by Q3 2017.
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U R BA N E XC E L L E NC E F OR FA SH ION
DI ST R IC T PH I L A DE L PH I A
Now under construction in the heart of high-growth Center City
Philadelphia, Fashion District Philadelphia is a major redevelopment
spanning three city blocks. In all, the project – a partnership between
Macerich and PREIT – is set to feature 838,000 square feet of flagship
retail, designer outlets, dining and entertainment.
This outward-facing, light-filled destination is located above a busy
regional rail hub that transports more than 22 million people each year.
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With so many commuters traveling right to the property every day, this
high-traffic setting will tap into a range of people’s needs – from inviting
places to spend time to smart retail choices that blend discovery with
“on the way” convenience. Already in place is a top-drawing Century
21 department store and a flagship location for Burlington, with plans
for a three-story H&M, brand-new AMC Theatres and much more.
Key sustainability features of this promising urban destination include:
•
•
•
•

High-efficiency design for water and energy use
LED lighting
High-efficiency central plants (load-based optimization)
State-of the-art controls, monitoring and sub-metering
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G R E E N T R A NSP ORTAT ION
Macerich properties are vibrant destinations for people arriving by
planes, trains and automobiles – not to mention bicycles, light rail,
buses, ridesharing and, of course, on foot. Our corporate offices offer
commuting subsidies and cash incentives that encourage employees
to use sustainable transportation methods. We encourage everyone
coming to our properties to use mass transit, carpooling and lowemission alternatives such as electric vehicles to reduce the traffic impact
of our shopping destinations.
Our portfolio currently has 53 electric vehicle (EV) charging stations at
29 sites – an increase of 13 sites and 15 total charging stations over
2016. In 2017, the number of charging sessions grew by almost 50%
compared to the previous year. Several of our EV charging stations use
energy generated on site through solar or fuel cell capabilities.
For 2018, Macerich is planning a significant expansion of EV charging
across our portfolio.
2014

2015

2016

2017

Number of EV charging sessions

4,940

20,680

36,668

41,823

Total EV energy charged (kWh)

70,000

212,400

336,414

438,316

DC Fast Charging (DCFC) stations

14

28

28

36

Level 2 charging stations*

5

10

10

17

Properties with chargers

7

16

16

29

*Level 2 charging stations provide a faster charge compared to Level 1, but are slower than DC fast charging
stations.
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“Our top properties and top markets, from Santa
Monica and San Francisco’s East Bay to Portland,
Boulder and Northern Virginia, include some of the
most forward-thinking and environmentally attuned
consumers in the world. Leading the retail real estate
industry in the critically important area of sustainability
is a natural position for Macerich.”
- Art Coppola, Chairman and CEO

We welcome your feedback.
Please direct any inquiries to:
Jeff Bedell, VP of Sustainability
(424) 229-3486
jeffrey.bedell@macerich.com
or
Jean Wood, VP of Investor Relations
(424) 229-3366
jean.wood@macerich.com
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